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Abstract—This paper aims at some impacts of computer remote education on the Chinese Language and Literature (CLL) learning of Chinese overseas students with a learning software enabled with remote education as a study case, to conduct a survey and analysis on how this type of learning software serves the students when they study and what is the best commercial learning software in the market by questionnaire survey, statistical analysis and summary methods. On this basis, it is concluded that the CLL learning software plays an important role in improving the learning efficiency and level of Chinese overseas students. But beyond that, the existing learning software in the market still have many limitations. In the end, to make such learning software play a better role in overseas students' learning process, this paper proposes strategies for upgrading software in question by virtue of operating and popularizing more mature English learning software with remote education function, which provides a valuable reference for future improvement and promotion of similar software.
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1. Introduction

The development of digital and network technologies has ushered people in a new era of computer. In relation to the traditional television and newspapers, computers feature the pluralized content of communication, high interactivity and self-determined participation, etc. People can easily and quickly access to computer-based resources and information [1]. It is an irresistible trend that computer technology has been widely applied in various fields.

The emergence of computer technology will also make it possible to enable the remote education. Today, a variety of learning software with remote education function have gradually sprung up, especially some mobile devices such as tablet PCs and cellphones which emerge in large numbers such that the learning software is no longer limited to PCs side. In recent years, with the increasing demands for CLL learning and the popularization of computer and network technologies, many learners resort to this type of learning software with remote education and regard them as an important
tool for improving their CLL learning levels. The demand of learners for Chinese language and literature learning software is on the rise, but such learning software is still in its infancy [2]. Only a limited number of them can be found in the market but immature with a lot of deficiencies and limitations.

In order to explore what is the impact of the computer remote education software on the Chinese language learning of Chinese overseas students and how to improve its effect better, this paper conducts a survey on three fronts such as the objective conditions, situations under which Chinese overseas students use the CLL learning software and their evaluation on it. Then it is found that this learning software has a high tutorial function during students' learning. The sample survey reveals the limitations of all types of existing CLL learning software. In the end, a similar remote education learning software is used for reference to put forward appropriate upgrading strategy [3], which provides a reference base for the development of CLL remote education software.

2 Survey and Analysis of impact of computer remote education on Chinese language and literature learning

2.1 Service conditions the Chinese overseas students use CLL learning software

Data sources. In order to better understand the impact of learning software on the Chinese language and literature learning, this paper make a survey on those Chinese overseas students at Beijing International Education Institute about objective conditions, situations and evaluation of software services. In this process, 100 questionnaires were distributed to the students in three levels of primary, middle and advanced classes at a rate of 4: 3: 3 [4]. At last, the 93 valid questionnaires in total were collected.

Analysis of survey results.

What are the number of downloaded CLL learning software and their in-service time. The survey results show that the students are all well qualified to meet the objective conditions of using learning software, that is, they have mobile devices such as a computer or a tablet PC, which has laid a better foundation for the CLL learning software. The number of downloaded CLL learning software in the survey is shown in Fig. 1. We can see from the figure that 74% of the respondents have installed 1-3 types of software and 26% of respondents have downloaded 1-8 types or more.

As shown in Fig. 2, 72% of students use the software for less than 2 hours, while most students access the software by their own search on the network, only some by other referrals. They are applied mostly in dormitory or in study room [5], which implies that the majority of the students are willing to actively use CLL learning software to study Chinese.
What are the content of CLL learning software. As for the main content of CLL software, most of the students use it to look up words and take an examination, the results are shown in Fig. 3. What the students learn from such software also depends on their different levels. More contents are designed for primary learners than for the other two types of learners, while senior learners primarily use tool-based CLL learning software [6]. It follows that the different requirements of learners at all levels for improving Chinese language and literature lead to the diverse content of Chinese language and literature learning software.
Do students concern about whether the contents of CLL learning software and classroom instruction are synchronized. The survey results in Fig. 4 show that those who choose to be more and very concerned about it account for higher proportion, especially those beginner learners, who show more dependent on classroom instruction, while those who do not concern about and completely, most are mostly middle and senior learners, which implies that they have a certain foundation of Chinese language and literature, and expect to seek more abundant learning resources and content.

Fig. 3. App software learning content

Fig. 4. Do you care about APP content and classroom teaching content is synchronized
What is the role of CLL learning software in the study. As can be seen from the survey results in Fig. 5, most of Chinese overseas students think that this type of software plays a great or a certain effect on Chinese language and literature learning, and only a few middle and senior students think it does no effect or no obvious effect. This coincides with previous findings. In general, Chinese overseas students hold a positive attitude towards Chinese language and literature learning software.

Why CLL learning software is discarded. As can be seen from Fig. 6, 52% of overseas students have discarded this type of software for they think there is no any new or alternative function or no any effect in this software, which implies that they show more concern about its function experience and learning effect, regardless of its short-term attractiveness.

[Graph: The Effect of APP Software on Chinese Learning]

[Graph: The main reason APP deprecation]
What features students hope the CLL learning software should have. As can be seen from the survey results in Fig. 7, most of the students show no concern about the types of Chinese language and literature learning software, but more about whether the content is abundant and whether it helps take the exams and tutor them in Chinese language and literature learning. In addition, learners at different levels also have different requirements on its functions. Beginners more focus on the tutorship and taking the examination while middle and senior learners turn to content enrichment and taking the examination [7], which shows that the higher the level of Chinese language and literature, the richer the demand for learning resources.

![Fig. 7. Expectations for APP](image)

The above findings inform us that the overseas students hold a positive attitude towards the CLL learning software in the study of relevant subject and expect much of the function and content of the CLL learning software.

3 Application and upgrading strategy of CLL learning software

3.1 Investigation and analysis

Data source. With the popularization of mobile devices, CLL learning software with remote education function is no longer limited to the PC side, its APP can be downloaded on the mobile device for application with identical functions. In order to have insight into the current Chinese language and literature learning software, this paper takes 35 similar software available from 932 search results hit by inputting keywords Chinese Language and Literature Learning Software in different kinds of
languages on major Websites and App Stores, in accordance with Apps Ranking and using the stratified sampling approach [8], as the survey samples. The classification of software is shown in the Table 1.

**Table 1. Chinese learning APP classification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching content</th>
<th>Tools, Language and Culture, Skill training class (voice, vocabulary, Chinese, grammar, listening)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production of the main body</td>
<td>Business organizations, training institutions, small studios, individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Voice</td>
<td>Chinese, English, other languages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Analysis of survey results.**

*Distribution of software providers.* In Fig. 8, the survey results show that 72% of CLL learning software is produced by the commercial institutions, which only involves part of and not focuses on the Chinese language and literature instruction; 14% are provided by the educational institutions and the individual makers, however, with different core functions. The former provider focuses on examinations, while individual-produced software attaches more importance on semantic or contextual competence training [9].

*Media voice and presentation.* The survey results, as shown in Fig. 9, tell us that the majority of CLL learning software uses English as a media language, which also has concern with the fact that English is a universal language in the global. In addition, 17% of them uses multilingual media voices, this more reasonable and humanized design should be the future development trend of Chinese language and literature learning software.
As can be seen from the survey results in Fig. 10, on the whole, CLL learning software resources are presented in a variety of ways, of which, text, audio and video modes are common used [10], since they can intuitively reflect the meaning, semantics and so on, just as Chinese-language learners require.

Fig. 9. Media Voice

Fig. 10. Rendering mode usage
Charges, networking, updates and misc. items. As can be seen from the survey results in Fig. 11, 83% of CLL learning software is free of charge for downloads. As the producer profits from advertisement pushes when users download and use it, current users give bad comments on it and even uninstall it. In the operation process of this kind of software, most of them must be used in a networking environment, therefore off-line application will be enabled as one of the main advantages of CLL learning software [11]. Most software alike is retarded to update, which will also affect the use of user's.

Fig. 11. Sample APP fees

Misc. In this paper, we also make some relevant survey on interface design, interaction and demand orientation aiming at this type of learning software. We discovery from the survey that the different types of CLL learning software presents different effects in the interface design. Some is relatively simple, only include two parts, i.e. the setting and operation interfaces, while some feature more beautiful interface with a strong sense of design and many learning modules for preference, along with a game interface for learning games. This design will help improve the user experience [12]. Currently, most CLL learning software have an obscure positioning match, so that it is difficult to find a matching software by search engine. They also lack of interactivity. Only a few enable a discussion forums and message boards, but still need to be improved in terms of learning plans, progress and other inherited function.

3.2 Limitations of Chinese Language and Literature Learning Software

By analyzing the results of survey on how CLL learning software serves the overseas students and what are the current conditions for Chinese language and literature learning software, we found that there are some limitations in the existing Chinese language and literature learning software:
1. Lack of systematic and targeted contents: Today, most CLL learning software in the market focus on skill training of one aspect (such as word meaning and semantics), and are only applicable for some learners, not meeting the requirements of the learners at all stages.

2. Immature interaction: The interaction mode of Chinese-Chinese language and literature learning software is only limited to simple leaving messages, e-mail and other functions, but the participation degree needs to be improved [13].

3. Limited promotion channels and single mode: Most of the learners adopt CLL learning software after referrals of teachers or their classmates for three reasons as follows, there are relatively less CLL learners; this kind of software is not well known; and Chinese language and literature learning software are immature in operations and promotion [14].

4. CLL learning software varies greatly in quality: The purpose of most CLL learning software produced by commercial institutions is to profit from Ads push after users are attracted to download it. These types of software only focus on formal innovations and lacks the design of instruction contents. Some software produced by special training institutes are highly professional, but due to imitations of studios and individuals, they serve few users and are thus spoiled by a bulk of inferior learning software.

3.3 Upgrading strategies for English learning software

In order to improve the quality of Chinese language and literature learning software, this paper, by taking the more mature English learning software with remote education as a study case, using the advantages of its operating mode for reference, proposes some relevant upgrading strategies for it.

Reference significance of English learning software. As an international language, the English has its learning software with remote education function developed more maturely. There are English PC-side and mobile client set up on the majority of learning Websites, rather than those CLL learning software which will be available only by searching. What’s more, the recommended modules are classified in detail. Based on the Apps rankings and ratings of websites, forums, and English learning software, this paper takes the English version of the popular "Gladiator-Study English for Beginner" as an example, bases itself on the common features of English and Chinese languages to analyze it on three fronts so as to provide the reference for improving the CLL learning software. In the view of the popularization and application of mobile devices, this paper takes the remote education enabled on this software on the mobile client as a study case to carry out analysis, which has an identical function with that PC-side learning software.

Demand orientation. In the design, this type of software fully allows for the demands of learners at different stages. The beginners can create their own English learning schedule according to their own circumstances, as shown in Fig. 12. It covers the learning contents of all stages from the elementary school to TOEFL, IELTS.

The learning model in the software is to recite words with the aid of the pictures. As shown in Fig. 13, after entering the "Ready to Study" interface, you can select the
words to be studied according to the example sentences for learning words. It can also provide word gestures, pronunciation, example sentences and other contents. User may review the previous contents, as shown in Fig. 14, you select in what you are interested for review, such as spelling, gap filling, shorthand with voice, etc., which not only reflect the humanized design, but also enables the learner to improve the efficiency of English learning by repeated training process.

Fig. 12. Create a learning plan  
Fig. 13. Learning interface  
Fig. 14. Review interface
Interaction mode. A good interaction mode can effectively stimulate and motivate learners' interests. After choosing the Circles function, you can go to a circle that interests you or join the primary class to learn. As shown in Fig. 15, the user can also initiate a PK on word memory with an opponent you have chosen by means of a game. As shown in Fig. 16, the user can also share their learning results by some social network platforms such as WeChat, QQ, etc. in the circle. This design can not only make study fun, but also arouse the learning enthusiasm of learners, while free popularization of learning software is allowed.

Popularization mode. Unlike other charging or AD push modes, this software counts on a self-supporting "Gladiator-Study English for Beginner" brand Flagship store to profit by selling some relevant learning resources, pro forma materials and learning supplies after a steady stream of users is fostered by providing a large amount of free learning resources. As shown in Fig. 17, in doing so, the profitability of software can be guaranteed while meeting the needs of users, more importantly, a greater space can be saved for further popularization of learning software.

![Circle interface](Fig. 15)

![Battle interface](Fig. 16)
Upgrading strategy for CLL learning software. As there are some limitations in Chinese language and literature learning software, by drawing on the features of more mature English learning software, this paper proposes some strategies for upgrading this type of software as follows:

Accurately target users. Aiming at the systematic process of Chinese language and literature learning and the actual demands of learners for learning this subject, this paper designs a well-positioned Chinese language and literature learning software. For example, most beginners mainly depend on the system of textbooks, focusing on practicing lexical and semantics; while for middle and senior learners who have certain requirements on the history and culture of Chinese language and literature. Others who require some more practical proverbs and literary common senses for work and other reasons [15]. In the design, it should allow for the demands of different stages and population, to avoid users to abandon learning software halfway.

Multi-platform popularization channels. The survey results as above show that the current channels for popularizing the Chinese language and literature learning software are simple, most of them are available through search or referrals. According to the characteristics of CLL learning software, it is suggested in this paper that the promotion channels be broadened from the following aspects: 1) Use Q & A and search platform to set up software search terms for leading potential users; 3) Use new media resources commonly used by learners like QQ, WeChat, etc., set up the relevant public WeChat, regular post Chinese related articles to this software.

Building diverse interaction platform. Diversified interaction platform, in addition to feedback for users’ demands, have the function for operation and promotion this
type of software. It can be designed to allow user to communicate with designers by using the traditional e-mail, forms. Learners can be allowed to share their own learning progress and results on the microblog, WeChat, QQ and on the other social network platforms while the free popularization is aimed. Certainly, an interaction module in the site should be established to allow students to discuss, also facilitate operators to retrieve relevant information for system updates and improvement. Only in this way can this learning software avoid to be abandoned.

4 Conclusion

This paper draws the following conclusions from survey and analysis of the service conditions of CLL learning software with remote education in allusion to the current Chinese language and literature learning software in the market:

1. Based on survey and analysis of the Chinese language and literature learning software with remote education used by the overseas students, it is concluded that this type of software can play a tutorial role and improve the learning efficiency in learning process with an obvious effect.
2. From survey and analysis of Chinese-Chinese language and literature learning software at present, the results show that the development and operation mode of Chinese-Chinese language and literature learning software are not yet mature enough. There are many defects to be improved.
3. In order to promote and apply Chinese language and literature learning software with remote education function, and better serve the overseas students, the “Gladiators-Study English for Beginner” for mobile client is used for reference to propose the upgrading strategies for this type of software.
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